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was in decline. Land owrership had become more and

more concentrated in the hands of the wealthy; the

peasants' lot worsened, and corruption and oppressive

rule frequently drove the peasants into revolt. During
this same period England and other Westem nations
were aggressively seeking to open up China to foreign
trade; they succeeded after the Opium War (1839- 1842)
in which England defeated China and ended its closeddoor policy. In the following decades, continuous economic and political pressure exerted by the Westem
powers led to a rapid breakdown in China's economy
and traditional society and brought still greater hardships to the masses. At mid-century the Taiping Rebellion (1851-1864) shook the empire to its foundations.
Although the Taiping Rebellion did not extend very
far into the southeastem coastal provinces of Fukien
and Kwangtung {the principal area of emigration to the

United States), locai anti-imperial secret

societies,

taking advantage o{ the unstable political situation, fomented a series of insurrections around Amoy in Fukien {1853) and in the Pearl River Delta and the West
River Valley in Kwangtung (185a-186I). Civil war also
broke out ( 1856- 1867) between the Hakka and Cantonese dialect-group villages in the Sze Yap (Ssui or Four

Districts: Hsinhui, Taishan [Hsinning until

American continent soon after European settlement of
the New World, however, has been established. There
were Chinese among the servants of Spaniards aboard
the galleons that sailed between the Philippines and
Mexico after 1555. Chinese worked at shipbuilding and
other trades in Acapulco, and as early as 1635 they had
{ormed the beginnings of a Chinese colony in Mexiccr
City. A few appear to have gone north to visit Los Angeles and Monterey during the 1780s, but the first Chinese name on record in Califomia is Ah Nam {d. 1817),
who came to Monterey in 1815 to work as a cook for
the Spanish govemor.
By the end of the 18th century Chinese were also
aboard the ships of other Western nations engaged in
the China trade. The first documented arrival of Chinese on the East Coast o{ the United States was in 1785,
when the Pallas reached Baltimore from Canton with
the Chinese seamen Ashing Achun, and Accun on
board. On the West Coast the settlement established at
Nootka Sound on Vancouver Island in 1788 by an English captain, fohn Meares, included a number of Chinese carpenters and smiths. Subsequent ships brought
other seamen/ servants/ students, and merchants
throughout the first half o{ the l9th century. It was not
until the second half of that century, however, that Chinese immigration was large enough to have a significant impact on U.S. society.
The discovery of gold in California in i848 attracted
thousands from all over the world including many Chinese. San Francisco, the main port of entry/ came to be
called among the Chinese imrnigrants finshan or, in
Cantonese, Gam Saan-the Golden Mountain. finshan
was also used to refer to Califomia.
The Chinese in Cali{omia represented only a small
part of an extensive exodus {rom southeastem China to
Southeast Asia, Oceania, and both Americas. During
the latter half of the 19th century the Chinese empire

1914],

Kaiping, and Enping) area southwest of the Pearl River
Delta. The consequent political chaos and economic
dislocations in the southeast forced many people to
leave.
Changes elsewhere in the world at

mid-l9th century

affected the destinations o{ Chinese emigrants. The
United States, developing its industries and frontier regions, required an abundant supply of cheap labor. Industrialization and colonial exploitation by westem European nations created similar manpower needs which
the impoverished Chinese peasants could fi.ll. From
1840 to 1900 about 2.4 miilion laborers went abroad to
Southeast Asia, Peru, Hawaii, the Caribbean islands,
and North America.
From 1850 until 1882 when the Chinese Exclusion
Act went into e{{ect, more than 322,000 Chinese, including reentrants, entered the United States. Some of
the immigrants were merchants and craftsmen but the
overwhelming majority were unskilled laborers, peasants from the rural areas of Kwangtung and Fukien.
Most o{ those who went to North America came from
the Sze Yap, but a significant minority came from
Chungshan (Hsiangshan until 1925) in the southem
part of the delta; {rom the Sam Yap (Sani, or Three Districts: Nanhai, Panyu, and Shunteh) area surrounding
Canton; and other districts adjacent to them. The vast
majority were Cantonese speakers, although a number
spoke the Hakka dialect, and those from certain areas of
the Chungshan district spoke variants of the Southem
Min dialect.
Many emigrants were able to raise the funds for passager {or those who could not two systems were available to finance the joumey. In one, organized by Chinese middlemen, passage was advanced to an emigrant
who agreed to work out his debt after arrival. This system was common among the emigrants to Southeast
Asia, Australia, and North America. The other system,
commonly used in Peru, Cuba, and Hawaii, required
the emigrants to sign contracts agreeing to serve in a
foreign land for a specified time in return {or passage.
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These arrangements were handled at the treaty ports by
Chinese recruiters working for Western entrepreneurs.

Under the latter system iaborers were frequently
tricked and coerced into going abroad, and upon atival
often forced to work under slavelike conditions. Labor
contracting became known among the Chinese as "pig
selling," and its practices became notorious. Some o{
the emigrants to California during the early 1850s came
as contract laborers, but public opposition soon forced
adoption of a system whereby passage was paid o{f
through automatic w-age deductions.
The Chinese were also among the first to stake
clarms to the fields after the discovery o{ gold in Caliiomia, but they were not numerous in the early years;
in 1850 only 500 of the 58,000 miners in Califomia
rvere Chinese. Their numbers quickiy grew, however,
and in reaction mining camps passed resolutions excluding them. In 1852 the state legislature reenacted
the Foreign Miners' Tax law, directed first in 1850
against Mexican miners and this time against the Chinese. Chinese nevertheless soon spread throughout the
West, following the new gold strikes in Nevada (mid1850s), southwest Oregon (mid-1850s), British Columbia (late i850s), the upper Columbia River basin (early
1860s), Idaho and northeast Oregon (mid-1860s], Montana {mid-1860s), Colorado (early i870s), and as far east
as the Black Hills of South Dakota (mid-1870s). They
remained in these areas for many years, o{ten extracting

gold from lean claims and tailings after the other
miners had left.

As the gold fever subsided in Califomi.a, entrepreneurs began to exploit the state's other resources. To
compete in the national market, however, they had first
to link the West to the rnore populous East. An era of
railroad building began.
Chinese workers had been employed to build some
intrastate railroads in Califomia as early as 1858, but
the first large-scale use of Chinese labor-some 12,000
to 14,000 workers-was in the construction of the Central Pacific portion of the transcontinental railroad
completed in 1869. They also constructed the western
sections of the Southem Pacific and Northem Pacific,
as well as a number of trunk and branch lines. As the
railroads were finished, many Chinese workers settled
in railroad towns from Califomia to Utah and Texas, as
well as in Washington, Oregon, and British Columbia.
A few migrated to the Midwest and East, seeding new
Chinatowns in metropolitan centers.
Completion of the transcontinental railroad opened
up development of the rich resources of the West, especially of Cali.fomia. The Burlingame Treaty signed with
China in 1868 ensured that emigration from the Far
East would conti.nue to supply the cheap labor needed.
In the decade that followed, the number o{ Chinese in
the United States grew steadily: immigration averaged
more than 12,000 per year. By 1880 more than i05,000
were in the United States, most of them in Cali{omia,
where Chinese laborers had become an important factor
in the economy. They converted the tule swamps o{ the
Sacramento-San foaquin River Delta in Califomia into
rich farm land; their skills in planting, cultivating,
and harvesting were used extensively in vineyards,
hopyards, orchards, and ranches. They raised such crops
as sugar beets, citrus fruits, and celery. Some farmed as

sharecroppersi others raised their own vegetables for

zr9
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the market. In 1880 they amounted to more than

a

third

o{ Califomia's truck gardeners, and Chinese vegetable
peddlers had become a familiar sight in many towns.
Most of their contributions have gone unrecorded, but
their horticultural skills cal be inferred from such legacies as the cherry named for by Ah Bing, a foreman
working in Milwaukie, Ore., in the 1870s; and the orange developed by pomologist Lue Gim Gong (18601925) of De Land, F1a., in 1888.
Chinese lactory workers were also important in the
Cali{omia industries that had grown up during the Civil
War, especiaily woolen mills and the cigar, shoe, and
garrnent industries of San Francisco. By the early 1870s
they composed 70 to 80 percent of woolen-mill workers
and 90 percent of the cigar makers in the city. By the
mid-seventies they were a majority o{ the shoemakers
and garment makers, producing almost all the undergarments on the market; they also rnanu{actured
brooms, slippers, and cigar boxes. As eariy as the 1860s
Chinese entrepreneurs had started cigar, shoe, and garment factories that competed with Caucasian-owned
firms. By the mid-1870s Chinese-owned enterprises had
become numerous enough to absorb many o{ the workers discharged {rom Caucasian-owned factories as a result of pressure from anti-Chinese labor agitators. A1-

though never more than a tenth of the Califomia
population, they formed about a quarter of the state's
labor force because they were nearly all males of working age.
Chinese worked in the quicksilver mines in Caiifornia, the coal mines in Utah, Wyoming, and Washington, and the borax deposits in California, Nevada, and
Oregon. In the San Francisco Bay area and in Louisiana,
Chinese entrepreneurs and laborers developed shrimp
fisheries which by the 1880s were exporting a million
pounds o{ dried shrimp and shell annualiy. They were

also pioneers in developing Cali.fornia's abalone fisheries. Chinese workers were a mainstay o{ the canneries,
especially the salmon canneries in the Pacific Northwest, British Columbia, and Alaska. Thousands more
operated or worked in laundries and served as cooks or
domestic servallts.
Industries elsewhere in the United States also sought
out Chinese labor. Contingents were recruited to construct the Alabama and Chattanooga and the Houston
and Texas Central railroads. For a brief time Louisiana,
Arkansas, and Mississippi pianters used Chinese field
hands to replace freed siaves. When the substitution
proved unsuccessful/ some stayed and established settlements in the South. Some eastern factory owners
also imported workers from the Pacific Coast until the
palic of 1873 created vast unemployment in the eastem
cities and ended the need for Chinese labor.
Chinese workers were often supplied to Caucasian
employers through a Chinese contractor or foreman
who was paid a iump sum for the work. The contractor
usually also held the concession for provisioning the
workers he hired for a job. This was in essence the padrone system common among Italians and other immigrants who arrived without a grasp of English. It was
particularly common in agriculture and other industries where the demand {or workers was seasonal; the
system lent itself well to supplying a large number o{
workers on a short-term basis.
Low wages and poor working conditions led to labor

In 1867 about 2,000 Chinese working on the
Central Pacific Railroad struck to obtain terms equal to
those for Caucasian workers, but the strike failed. Califomia {armers complained about Chinese field hands
who struck for high wages during the harvest. In the
cities, labor guilds organizedby Chinese factory workers tried to protect wotkers' interests. But Chinese laborers were a minority with limited power. They continued to be exploited as cheap labor by Caucasian and
Chinese entrepreneurs alike.
The ChinesZ Exclusion Movement In the 19th century the westem European nations continued their
global expansion while the United States pressed steadily westward in accordance with its "manifest destiny."
Both movements postulated the superiority of the
white race and of Western civilization in order to justify
territorial expansion; the resulting racism had serious
consequencei for the Chinese in the United States. The
fi.rst Aiian group to immigrate in large numbers, they
soon became the target of attacks that established a pattem for the treatment of subsequent Asian immigrants.
During the gold rush they were o{ten victims not only
of discriminatory legislation and unequal treatment but
also of physical assaults. At fi.rst, hostility was limited
and disorganized; but as their numbers increased and as
employers began to hire them in place of Caucasian
labor, antagonism grew and became more organized,

unrest.

particularly
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in

Califomia, which had the largest Chi-

nese population and had been the center of anti-Chinese agitation since the arrival of the first immigrants.
In the late 1850s an intense struggle developed in the
state between the railroads, the major corporations, and
large landowners and their Chinese workers on one
side, and a coalition of workers, small entrepreneurs,
and small farmers on the other. Out of it grew the antiChinese movement/ spearheaded by racist elements in
the labor unions, supported by small entrepreneurs and
smali farmers, and voci{erously advocated by dema-

gogues and opportunistic politicians. Anti-Chinese
spokesmen alleged that the Chinese were unassimilable and undesirable additions to American society: too
servile and docile, they caused depressed wages/ unemployment, and other economic and social ills. Anticoolie associations were formed in a number of cities. Discriminatory measures included an 1870 San Francisco
city ordinance that prohibited the use of sidewalks to
those carrying loads on a pole-the way Chinese customarily carried heavy objects. They were the victims
of {requent pranks, torments/ and demonstrations. In

L87l ariot in Los Angeles ended with the murder of

19

Chinese.

Hard times in the 1870s made matters worse. Employers were pressured into discharging Chinese workmen; anti-Chinese conventions passed resolutions urg-

ing total exclusion {rom the United States. "The

Chinese.must go!" was the slogan of Denis Keamey of
the Cali{omia Workingmen's party; politicians echoed
this cry to win votes, and iabor leaders exploited the
issue to encourageunion organization. In 1877 the Caliiomia legislature appealed to Congress to limit Chinese

immigration;

in

1879

it

adopted a new constitution

containing a section with punitive anti-Chinese provisions.

The Chinese received no support from a homeland
weakened by comrption and imperialist politics; they

had to appeal instead, often unsuccessfully, to the U.S.
courts. Some tried migrating to the Midwest and Eastby i890 they could be {ound in every state and territory

of the

Union-but they encountered anti-Chinese sen-

timent everywhere. The use of Chinese strikebreakers
in North Adarns, Mass. (1870), Belleville, N.J. (1870),
and Beaver Falls, Pa. \L8721, provided anti-Chinese
forces

with an opportunity to direct national attention

to the "Chinese question.//

Pressures to act mounted in Congress. In 1876 a ioint
congressional comrnittee held hearings in San Francisco and issued a report recommending curtailment o{
emigration from China. As long as Califomia remained
short of labor, such action was resisted by the large employers. By the early 1880s, however, the influx of tens
of thousands of new settlers had substantially decreased
dependence on Chinese labor for development of the
stale's economy; only mild opposition greeted the congressional act of 1882 which excluded Chinese laborers
for ten years. Officials, teachers, students, merchants,
and those who "travelled for curiosity" were exempted
from the act in accordance with an 1880 treaty with
China. This law marked the end of the traditional freeimmigration policy of the United States.
Exclusion of newcomers did not end discrimination
against the Chinese already in America. Frequent riots
continued to flare up throughout the West in the 1880s
and 1890s. In one outbreak at Rock Springs, Wyo., in
1885, a mob killed 28 Chinese. Chinese were evicted
from a number of westem towrls; in others those who

stayed were subjected

to

harassment. Anti-Chinese

groups continued to press for tighter restrictions, and
Congress obliged: an 1884 amendment to the act of
1882 broadened the definition of "laborer"; an 1888
measure barred Chinese laborers from reerltry unless

they already had family or property in the United
States; the Scott Act later that year prohibited reentry

to laborers who had departed temporarily, immediately
affecting some 20,000. In 1892 the Geary Act extended
Chinese exclusion for another ten years and required laborers already in the country to obtain certiffcates of
residence. ln 1902 all Chinese exclusion laws were extended for yet another decade. In 1904 the Deficiency
Act extended the laws to all U.S. possessions and barred
Chinese laborers indefinitely.

Social Sftucture and Organization Chinatowns

grew up wherever economic opportunities attracted a
sufficient number o{ immigrants: mining camps, railroad towns, farming communities, and cities. They
served as places where Chinese could transact business
and enjoy the fellowship of their countrymen. In times
of persecution they served as havens, for there was
some safety in numbers. The oldest Chinatown is in
San Francisco, the primary port o{ entry. It took shape
soon after the gold rush began and is still one of the
most important centers of activity for Chinese Americans.

The society the Chinese established in the United
in many ways. The
immigrants maintained their native customs in food
and dress: the men wore the shaven head and queue
originally imposed as a badge of submission by the
States mirrored the society of China

reigrring Manchu dlmasty in China; the women bound
their feet as a sign of gentility. They brought with them
many attitudes of their lgth-century homeland. Their

.
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.:cia1 conduct was conditioned in large part by Confu-ianism and the cult of ancestor worship which kept
'.eem attached to kin and native village. They revered
::re past/ respected their elders, and obeyed their

:erents, for filial piety was particularly vaiued.
h China the society was male-dominated. Men and
'...omen did not mingle in public. The oldest male, in
:rost cases the {ather, ruled the family; the mother and
:her {emales were subservient, and their place was at

-':me. Sons were prized more highly than daughters.
l:lygamy, with a chief wife and concubines, was al-,,rr ed but in practice was limited to the rich. A large
.:mrly rvith several generations under one roo{ was re.:rded as ideal; it was not uncommon for married sons
::-rd their families to live with parents.
The dominant religion saw heaven, earth, and the un-=rrvorld as basic reflections of a hierarchy o{ super-

:-atural beings with power to determine the fate of man.
:rr divine assistance in daily a{fairs the Chinese could
,:peai to a pantheon drawn from history, folk legends,
,:.id Taoist and Buddhist mythology. This folk religion
::l not have an elaborateiy structured priesthood; tem:-es, or joss houses, with idols of deities for worship,
',.,'ere

usually run by loca1 individuals or institutions.

>rch temples are presewed in the Califomia towns of
',\-eaverville,
Orovil1e, Marysville, Hanford, Mendo-

:no,

and Bakersfield.

Despite important similarities, Chinese-American
-,rmmunities differed from the homeland society in
::\'eral respects. Their population in the United States
.." as overwhelmingly male; there were few families.
i'iost early immigrants considered themselves sorumers, accumulating savings to take back to their na:rr-e village; these intentions reinforced their reluctance

:-. abandon traditional ways. In observance o{ Confu-:an beliefs, most wives had been left behind in the
,rmeland to serve the parents-in-law, to raise the chil-:en, and to tend the ancestral shrines. Their husbands
::nt them remittances from the United States and
:eriodically visited them. Low wages/ the high cost of
-:r'ing, and the temporary, seasonal nature of much of
::e work available to them also deterred them from
:--,rmrng family units. The few women who came were
,:t to be wives of merchants (or of other men with
.:eady occupations), servants/ or prostitutes. Because
::.miiies were so rare in the Chinatowns, practices and
:rsritutions developed around the needs of an over.. helmingly bachelor society.
The immigrants observed all the major Chinese festi','als: the New Year, the Dragon Boat-to commemo:aie the death of Qu Yuan 1c.277 e.c.), a patriotic states:ran-poet-Mid-Autumn, and Winter Solstice. Annual
-:ierings to all spirits were made at the Sfiaoi ("buming
rock clothes") ceremony in summer, a Chinese ver:lon of All Souls' Day; graves of families, relatives, and
::iends were visited during the spring and fall. Religious
:ehefs also required that any dead buried in foreign
-ands must eventually be exhumed and retumed to the
rative village for interment.
The Chinese store not only sold merchandise but also
lonetimes supplied workers to local Caucasian em:loyers; in addition, it sewed as a bank for the immiirants' eamings, a depository {or remittances to China,
:nd a postal service. In most cases the owner and emrloyees were related or had come from the same area in

22r
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China, so the store also functioned as a social and communications center where men could exchange gossip,
meet the latest arrivals from the native viliage, or keep
track of the whereabouts of departed fellow villagers. A
villager passing through town couid drop into the store
and expect a free rneal or two and lodgings for the night.
The store also frequently sewed as a clubhouse and an
agency {or community subscriptions for various causes.
Each group of immigrants from a given area soon looked
to the storeowner as the dominant figure.
The primary immigrant organizations derrved their
stmcture from traditions o{ loyalty to clan or region.
Coming from regions o{ various dialects and customs,
where in many cases a single lineage or clan comprised
the total population of a village, the immigrants necessarily carried these local and clan ties to the New
World. Fellow villagers banded together, helped each
other find work, and patronized particularly stores
owned by someone {rom the native locality. Merchants
and contractors preferentially hired workers from their
native area. Once immigrants from a given village established themselves, others from the same place
tended to joi.n them, producing a chain migration and
concentrations from a specifi.c locality or clan village i.n
various U.S. towns and cities: people from the Pannr
district dominated the Chinatown o{ Hanford, Calif.;
the Teng (or Ong) cian from Kaiping that of Phoenix,
Ariz. They also were likely to pursue the same occupations; most o{ the butcher shops of the San Francisco
Bay area, for example, were run by people from Chiuchiang in the Nanhai district. Regional and clan loyalties led to the formation of a number of rival groups
qring for influence in the community. A network of organizations based on geographic origin or sumame
evolved both to maintain order within each assocratron
and to protect it {rom rival groups.
The huiguan. or locality or district association, commonly called a "campar.y" during the 19th century,
was pattemed upon similar organizations that had existed in China since the Ming dynasty 11368-1644).
Membership was made up o{ immigrants from a given
district, group o{ districts, or parts of a district. The
companies were led by merchants, performed social and

charitable services, and provided protection, company
officers mediated and settled intemal disputes. New
arrivals {rom the company's district were greeted, temporarily fed and housed in the association's bachelor
dormitories, and registered in the association's rolls.
Any member retuming to China had to have prior clearance from his district assoeiation certifying that he had
settled his debts. This requirement ensured collection
of funds advanced by the huiguan for passage to the
United States. An individual refusing allegiance to his
huiguan would find himseif stripped of protection and
aid and faced with social ostracism, a practice that
guaranteed the loyalty of a huiguan's constituents.
The huiguan usually included one or more subordinate organizations, called shantang, which maintalned
the cemetery for its members and periodicaliy sent the
remains of the dead to China for burial. Each shantang
had jurisdiction over people within a given area, and
sometimes served essentialiy the same functions as the
huiguan but at a lower level.
The first two hui.guan were founded by the Sam Yap
and Sze Yap communities in San Francisco around

1851; associations for other districts soon followed'
Branches were established outside San Francisco as the
need arose. Over the years the number of huiguan fluctuated in accordance with intemal splits and combina-

tions.
The huiguan acting in concert spoke for the community in its dealings with the non-Chinese society. In the
1870s there were six major huiguan in San Francisco,

known collectively as the Six Chinese Companies.
Around 1882 when anti-Chinese agitation was at its
height, an umbrella organization, the Chunghua Huiguan (Chinese Consoiidated Benevolent Association,
CCBA), was established

in

San Francisco to deal more

e{fectiveiy with anti-Chinese activity and community
This organization acted as community
ipokesman for its constituents and also assumed leadership of the Chinatown power structure. It too was
commonly referred to as the Chinese Six Companies.
The number of member associations fluctuated over
the years; today the CCBA has seven constituent hui-

problems.

guan.

As the communities in other cities grew, local
CCBAs, with local clan and district associations and
even secret societies as members, were founded (most
of them during the early 20th century) with functions
similar to those of the CCBA in San Francisco. These
CCBAs {ormed a nationwide network; each remained
spokesman for its local community, but all were subordinate to the CCBA irr San Francisco, which spoke for
all the Chinese in the United States.
The clan or family association was based on the concept o{ the lineage community commonly found in
Kwangtung clan villages, but its membership included
everyone bearing the same sumame/ regardless of lineage. Other clubs, calledfang, included people from the
same lineage and locality. The fang arose in the early

days of immigration; the clan association was formed
somewhat later, often of several constituent fang. Both
the fang and clan association served the same func-

tions-maintaining order

and providing mutual aid and

protection against extemal threats-as the huiguan but
at a lower level.
The larger clans often formed their own associations.

Clans with few immigrant members banded together
into multi-clan associati.ons to of{set the numerical superiority of the larger clans; for example, the Liu {Lew,
Lau, Low), Kuan (Quan), Chang {Cheung, }eung), and
Chao {fue, Chew} clans banded together to form the
Lung Kong Association.

The principal rivals of the clan and district associations in the Chinatowns were the secret societies, more
familiarly known in the United States as tongs. The
word tong means simply "meeting hall," but the notoriety of the secret societies soon gave it a sinister colulotation to many non-Chinese. Membership in a tong was
based on a fratemal principle that accorded the same
treatment to every member and disregarded social
status, clan ties, or locality o{ origin. Formed for mutual
aid and protection, the tongs appealed especially to
those who lacked money and influence, did not belong
to a powerful clan, had some grievance, or were alienated from the established social system. Their rivalry
with the clan and district associations included an element o{ rebellion against domination by affluent merchants.
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The earliest secret societies

in the United

States

derived {rom the Triad, or Heaven and Earth, Society,
which was widespread in southeast China and was responsible for instigating a number of antidynastic insurrections. Many of its members emigrated overseas
and by the early I 850s had established lodges in California. Additional lodges sprang up as the Chinese spread
across the continent, and these later formed a loose nationwide confederation called the Chee Kung Tong. As
the population grew, similar secret societies proli{erated; others drew their membership from certain locali-

ties, clans, or combinations of clans. Many were involved in the gambling, prostitution, and opium traffic

that flourished in this largely bachelor society.
Within this multitude of rival groups many clashes
inevitably occurred, arising from private quarrels, alleged infringements on business or occupational rights,
competition for control of gambling, prostitution, or
opium, and the like. These feuds increased in both frequet.cy and ferocity in the 1870s as the Chinese populatlon grew. Assassinations were carded out by members
known as hatchetmen or highbind€rS; anlorl€ in the opposition was a potential target whether or not he had
been involved in the original dispute. These so-called
tong wars were widely publicized in the American
press.

The guild was another organization modeled on those

that had existed among craftsmen and merchants in
China. As early as the 1850s merchants in San Francisco formed a guild to regulate prices of commodities.

to prevent cutthroat
competition. In some smaller communities the guilds
often combined functions with those of the CCBA. As
industries developed, workers organized guilds to protect their interests, using methods similar to those o{
American cra{t unions. Strong guilds existed among
cigar makers, shoemakers, and garment workers, and
were often in conflict with both Caucasian and Chinese

Later, laundrymen cooperated

employers. Because of the hostility of the Caucasian

workers the guilds never became part of the American
labor movement; when these specialized Chinese industries declined, their respective guilds faded with
them.

In this early period only one American institution set
about actively to influence the Chinese community;
this was the Protestant church. Missionaries considered
the conversion of Chinese in the United States the first
step toward converting the 400 million in China to
Chiistianity. In 1850 they organrzed to distribute
Christian tracts to Chinese in San Francisco. By 1853

the Reverend William Speer had established a Presbyterian mission in the city, and soon the Methodists,
Baptists, and Congregationalists joined the effort'

Although the missionaries made few convertsthere were only 1,931 Christians among the approxi-

mately 110,000 Chinese in this country in 1892-for
many years these Protestant missions were the only
American institutions with which the Chinese people

had amicable relations. They provided Sunday schools
and English classes in which they promoted American
middle-class values. They were among the earliest to
advocate raising the status o{ Chinese women. Because
of their vested interest in the missionary effort, they defended the Chinese against anti-Chinese agitators. But
their attitude toward Chinese culture was often conde-
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scending. Many missionaries were intolerant o{ Chi_
rese tradition, and their attacks on ancient customs
:nd practices as idolatrous and heathenish were re-

':nted by many.

-\4issionaries were instrumental in introducing Chi_
:rese newspapers, they thought they would be use{ul
:^ools for spreading the gospel. In 1854 the weekly
-olden Hills' News was established in San Francisco;
:he next year the Reverend Speef started the bilinguai

irientali in 1856 the first Chinese darly, the SaZra_
::ento Daily News, began publication. All these enter:r-ises were short-lived, however; it was not until the
i70s that the literate community was large enough to
'
:upport a joumal.

Tnr ExcrusroN Ene, 1882-1943
The six decades of exclusion (1882-1943) sharply
:urtaiied Chinese immigration to the United States.
- fr_e population on the miinland declined from a high of
-07,488 in 1890 to a low oI 6I,689 in 1920 as many in

:he bachelor society died or retumed to China. A{ter the
-920s, however, the growth in the number of families
:.nd some relaxation of immigration restrictions as a re-

.ult of a series of favorable ligal decisions produced

t
.low
increase to 77,504 by 1940 lsee Table i ).

a

The Chinese did not accept the discriminatory exclu.ron laws passively. Chinatown leaders frequenily peti:ioned for more equitable treatment. Diplomats ,.r"h
ifu Tingfang 11842-1922) and Liang Cheng llg64_
",
.917), and prominent Chinese Americans suih as Ng
?oon Chew {1866-1931), the managing editor o{ the inl
:luential San Francisco Chinese .rewsfapet,
'!tt. Po (1900-195i), protested in numerousChung Sai
speJches
ad writings the draconian enforcement of the immi+ation laws. When the United States sought to revise

:he 1894 treaty with China in accordancJwith newly

:nacted exclusion provisions

in the Deficiency Act of

-904, Chinese Americans called on their friends in
China to pressure the United States into improving its

:reatment of immigrants. In 1905 China

and, nuribe,
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of overseas Chinese communities boycotted U.S. goods.
These efforts brought about some improvement in the
treatment of those seeking entry, but the exclusion
laws remained in effect.
The Chinese took numerous cases to court to clarifu

and affirm their rights of entry. In the case United
States v. Gue Lim {1900) the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that Chinese merchants had treaty rights to bring wives

and minor children into the country. The righi oi an
American-born Chinese to citizenship and hence to admission to the United States was affirmed by the Court
in the case United States v. Wong Kim arft itSlS). Subsequent court decisions affirmed the right of derivative
citizenship {or foreign-bom minor children of American-bom Chinese, but the right to citizenship of foreign-bom grandchildren was not affirmed untii 1927 in
the case of Weedin v. Chin Bow. The decisions made in
these citizenship cases had significant consequences,
for in the two decades from i920 to 1940, 7I,O4O were
admitted as U.S. citizens and only 66,089 as aliens.
When th-e right of derivative' citizenship was af^
firmed,
a slot system was devised wherebv Chinese
Americans rerurning from China would falsely report
the birth o{ children, usually sons, to the authorities,
thus creating eligibility slots for future immig.*tr.
Prospective immigrants were then assigned oi sold
these slots or papers, adding the terms ,,pip", son,, and
"paper father" to the Chinese-Americarr vocabularv.
To block these fraudulent entries authorities introduced detailed and extensive interrogations. From 1910
to l94I most applicants for admission were processed
through the immigration station on Angel Island in San
Francisco Bay. There they were detained in isolation,
tor as little as a few days or as much as a month, untii
immigration officials could rule on their admissibility.
Those who had to appeal adverse rulings to higher authorities or the courrs could find themielves cinfined
there for as long as two years. Over the years, immigrants wrote or carved numerous poems on the wooden
walls of the detention building venting their worries,
fears, frustrations, and ,.rger; the inscrilptions are visible there todav.

Table 1. Chinese population in the continental United States,
'850- 1 975.

Year Population
1850 4,018b
1860 34,933
1870 63,199
1880 105,465
i 890 107,488
1900 89,863
-1910 71,531
i 920
61 ,639
1930 74,954
1940 77,5M
950 1 17,629
1960 198,958
1

r

1,858
1,284
2,107

Percentage
U.S.-born

I
1

2,679

J

1,887
1,430
696
395
285

10
21

190
139

30
41

383,023

07<

Total Chinese
immigrants
in decade"
41,397
64,301
123,201
61,711
14,799
20,605
21,278
29,907

52

4,928

54

16,709
9,657

965

1970
I

Males per
100 females

8,1 56

112

1

97,987
107,120

Source: U.S. lmmigration and Naturalization SeYice, Annual Report, 1g7S
D c 1976); U.S. Bureau of the census, Poputation Reports, 1g60
'
1970. Figures are tor people classified as ot the Chinese ,,race,i' including
the thjrd and later generations.
a. lncludes Chinese immigrants to Hawaii after 1999. postl965 data are for
mmigrants born in mainland China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong.

wqs-lilslon'

:c

b. Eslimated.

. Although the exclusion laws could bar only aliens
from citizenship, Chinese Americans fared little better,
{or racial prejudice was a fact of li{e for all Chinese in
the United States. Discrimination continued to be particularly virulent on the pacific Coast. Chinese were

segregated in schools and theaters, and were re{used servicejn barber shops, hotels, restaurants, and other public places. Some towns barred them entirely, in otf,ers,
restrictive covenants prohibited them from buying or
moving into some neighborhoods. In a number of states
aliens could not purchase land. Chinese could not
marry Caucasians. These developments, combined
with the group's intrinsic cohesiveness, induced their
withdrawai and isolation from the mainstream of

American life.
In the late 19th century the Chinese population centers began to shi{t as people migrated seeking better
economic opportunities. There was a steady flow to
eastem and midwestem cities as well as to some parts
of the South. In 1880 only 3 percent of Chinese on the
U.S. mainland lived east of the Rockies, but by 1910 the
proportion had jumped to 27 percent and by I94O to 40
percent of the total. Califomia,s percentage accordingly
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declined from 71 percent in 1880 to a scant majority of
5l percent in 1940. NewYork State acquired the second

Iargest contingent: by 1940 about 18 percent lived
there. In contrast/ the population in the other westem
states dropped from 14 percent in 1880 to less than 4
percent in L940. (These figures do not include the large
Chinese group in Hawaii, discussed separateiy below.)
Concurrent with this eastward shift was the increasing
urbanization of the Chinese population. Many smaller
Chinatowns disappeared as older people died or retumed to China and the younger ones departed for the
big cities where the newer immigrants also tended to
settle: the percentage of urban dwellers rose from 76
percent in l9l0 to 91 percent in 1940.
Economic Life The Chinese were excluded {rom
many occupations, and had to seek employment in jobs
where Caucasian labor did not compete/ such as domes-

tic service, laundries, and restaurants. In 1930, 61 percent of the work force were in these service occupations

which restricted them to low wages and substandard
working conditions and also ensured their continued efforts to organize. In 1918 the Mon Sang (People's Livelihood) Association was established by Chicago waiters;
the syndicalist-Ied Gongyi Tongmeng {Unionist Guild)
was formed among gannent workers in the San Francisco Bay area and farm workers in Suisun City, Calif.
Neither was very effective.
In the 1920s progressive elements within the Ameri.can labor movement began to establish ties with some
workers in the major Chinatowns and eventually
helped place Chinese members in national unions. By
the thirties even unions on the Pacific Coast were accepting some, chiefly service or unskilled workers; they
were still barred from most craft unions. In 1937 the
left-wing |iasheng Huagong Hezuohui {Chinese Workers

Mutual Aid Association) was organized in

San Fran-

link workers with the American labor movement. The next year national unions penetrated
Chinatown when workers at the National Dollar
Stores' garment factory in San Francisco organized an
cisco to

affiliate of the Intemational Ladies' Garment Workers
Union {ILGWU), but the momentum slackened, and
Chinatown workers remained largely ununionized.

From the middle of the 19th century enterprising
Chinese were also going into business for themselves.
Those who wanted to open a business often acquired
the capital by means of ahui, or rotating credit association, an institution introduced from southem China.
Members o{ a hui, often fellow villagers or clansmen,
would pay a specified sum into a common pool. They
would then compete by bid, election, or lot to win the
right to use the entire sum; a month later the members
would meet again, raise another sum, and those who
had not yet had their tum at investing a sum would
compete again. This continued until each member of
the hui had had a chance to use the pooi. In this way
many could find at least enough capital to get started
and sometimes quite a large sum if they belonged to
several hui. Some forms of hui continued in use into the
l97Os.

By the tum of the century enough small businessmen
had met with success to begin investing in more ambitious ventures, such as oil wells, mines, and automotive plants. In the San Francisco Bay area, Chinese-

American capital financed at least two canneries. In
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1915 merchants pooled their resources to establish the
China Mail Steamship Company for which they purchased three ocean-going vessels. The capital for these
projects was supplied by the fi.rst Chinese-American
bank, the Canton Bank of San Francisco, incorporated
in 1907. The rise of this entrepreneurial class stimu-

lated the establishment of Chinese-American chambers
of commerce in New York in 1904 and in San Francisco
in 1908, which promoted Chinese businesses and replaced the protective functions of the old mercantile
guilds.
But in the end many of these large enterprises failed
because of insufficient financial resources. They lacked
both the capital and the managerial experience to compete with other U.S. corporations. Racial prejudice hindered them as well.

ln

1923 the Chj.na

Mail Steamship

Company ffIed for bankruptcy, pulling down with it the
Canton Bank, whose closing in 1926 was precipitated
by a run on its funds. By the 1930s Chinese owners had
lost control of their canneries. The only two major enterprises that continued to prosper were the San Francisco-based National Dollar Stores (f. l92I), a department-store chain selling men's and women's wear, and

the Wah Chang Corporation of New York (f. 1915),
which traded and processed tungsten.
Until World War II most Chinese Americans remained single proprietors or partners in small businesses such as merchandising or in small concems (par-

ticularly gannent factories) which

manufactured

products that were labor intensive and required relatively low capital. Such enterprises could survive by
long hours of operation, low profit margins, and low
wages. By far the most numerous were laundri.es, which
made the Chinese laundryman an American stereot)?e,
and restaurants, which made chop suey and chow mein
(American adaptations of Chinese dishes) and the {ortune cookie almost as familiar as apple pie. These businesses were particularly common in the East and Midwest, where there had been fewer opportuniti.es for
diversification than in Califomia.
kr the Deep South, particularly in the region around
Augusta, Ga., and the small towns along the Mississippi River from Memphis to Vicksburg, Chinese grocers served the rural black population that white shopkeepers tumed away. The grocers were also successful
in southwestern cities such as San Altonio, Tex., and
Phoenix and Tucson, Ariz.
Most Chinese Americans maintained some kind of
economic ties with the native land. The early immigrants had continued to send sizable sums of money to
Chin4 Hong Kong, and Macao for family support and
investments i.n houses and la4d. When China began to
modemize toward the end of the 19th century/ overseas
Chinese also sent money for other purposes. Until the

depression reduced the flow in the 1930s, their money
contributed to financial, merchandising, and manufacturing enterprises and to the establishment o{'educational and charitable institutions. U.S. and Canadian
Chinese financed construction of the Sunning Railroad
in the Sze Yap region; Chin Gee Hee (c. 1844-19291, a
former Seattle merchant and labor contractor, promoted the project. When Chinese Americans leamed
specialized skills or acquired college degrees but found

few opportunities in the American job market, many
Ieft to pursue their careers in China instead.
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From 1900 to 19i0 many contributed generousiy to
Kang Yu-wei's effort to reform the Chinese empire and
Sun Yat-sen's effort to overthrow the Manchu dynasty.
During the civil wars that followed the 1911 Chinese
Revolution, Chinese Americans supported various partisan groups whose diversity of opinion was apparent in
the polemics of the Chinese newspapers in San Francisco, New York, and later Chicago. The best-organized
iaction was the Kuomintang {Chinese Nationalist
Party), derived from Sun Yat-sen's revolutionary patty.
It had numerous branches abroad, including many in
various U.S. Chinatowns, after it had established a national govemment in Nanking in 1927, the Kuomintarrg became the dominant voice in the Chinese-American communities.
Interest in Chinese politics was also sustained by the
many threats to China's sovereignty. From the 1900s
through the 1930s Chinese Americans frequently raised
iunds to support China's resistance to |apanese aggression and organized boycotts of |apanese goods. When
Tapan invaded China tn 1937, communities in the
United States poured millions of dollars into Chinese
rvar bonds. They contributed more than 956 million
toward refugee relie{ and supplies during the eight years
of the rvar.
The Second Generation During the exclusion years
many Chinese Americans adapted to American culture.
-Most of the early immigrants had resisted the pressures
oi assimilation and maintained their native ways. The
small minority who married and had children in the
United States were unwilling to see their offspring forsake tradition, and took steps to have them educated in
the Chinese languages; private classes were common in
the early years. Some even sent their children back to
China to be educated. In 1888 San Francisco Chinese

established the first community-supported Chinese
school, and in subsequent years many other Chinatowns {ollowed their example.
in the 20th century this situation began to change.
The number of families and consequently of Americanbom children increased. In 1870 only I percent of the
Chinese population was American-bom. Although the
Chinese Exclusion Act sharply curtailed immigration,
the admittance of wives and families of exempt classes
allowed the American-bom proportion to reach 10 percent in 1900 and 52 percent in 1940. These children
rvere influenced by the ways of the larger society, especially through the schools/ the Protestant churches, the
YMCA, YWCA, and the Boy Scouts. Because the Chinatown institutions had been established to serve the
needs only of adult male bachelors, outside institutions
in part fflled the needs of the younger Chinese for social
contacts and recreation. The chiidren took up social
dancing, dating, and competitive sports. They became
more progressive and egalitarian in outlook than their
elders. Their clan and regionai loyalties were weak. Behavior between the sexes was more relaxed, although
by Westem standards still reserved. By the thirties

many had an inadequate command o{ the language and
dealt with their elders and each other in a mixture of
Chinese and English. They abandoned many traditional
customs. Choosing one's own maritai partner gradually

took the place o{ parental matchmaking, often not
without some strain within the family circle. Some
children attended college, although poverty and the un-
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certainty of finding work afterward kept this number
small. Women graCually emerged from the home to find
jobs and add their wages to the family income; more
girls were permitted to attend school and sometimes
even college. The degree of Americanrzation was not
uniform throughout the community, which reflected a
wide variety o{ combinations o{ Chinese and Western
ways.

One result of the growing independence and Americanization of the second generation was the formation
of new organizations. The first of them was the Native
Sons of the Golden State (NSGSi, founded in 1895 in
San Francisco and pattemed a{ter American social {ratemal organizations common at the time; in 1915 it
was renamed the Chinese-American Citizens Alliance
(CACA) and {or years remained the leading second-gen.eration Chinese-American organization, with chapters
{"parlors") in many cities. The CACA combated discriminatory immigration laws and segregation in the
public schools, and encouraged Chinese Americans to

participate actively in American political li{e. In 1924
CACA members established the Chinese Trmes in San

Francisco, a Chinese-language newspaper that is still
one o{ the most influential in the community in the
West. By 1935 the second-generation community was
large enough to justify founding the Chinese Digest
{1935-I940) in San Francisco, the fi.rst Chinese-American newspaper in English.
The ambitions of the second generation, like those of
their more traditional-minded parents, were frustrated
by prejudice and discrimination; no matter holv many
American habits they might adopt, they were never
{ully accepted in the larger society. A number looked to
China for their future, though that option was open to
comparatively few: most lacked the education, specialized skills, social status, and connections necessary {or
success in the motherland. The United States had to remain their home.
Some Chinese Americans served as bridges between
their ethnic group and the larger society in positions
such as interpreters, heads of Chinese departments o{
banks, and agents {or American fi.rms. By the early decades of the 20th century some Chinese-American doctors and dentists were practicing in the Chinese communities. A few left the Chinatowns to work at clerical
jobs, and a handful of teachers and professionals had po-

sitions

in the

larger society. For the great niajority,

however, racial prejudice was stiil a barrier.
A few became promilent/ among them Yung Wing
11828-1912), the first Chinese graduate {rom an American college (Yale, 1854), whose lifelong work for the
modemization of China spanned both the period of free
immigration and the exclusion era. He lived many years
in the eastem United States, where he eventually retired; he died in Hartford, Conn. Another was Dr. Ng

Poon Chew, lecturer on China and the Chinese in

America. In 1902 the name of a trusted servant was preserved for posterity when the Dean Lung chair of Chinese at Columbia University was established from donations by General H.W. Carpenter, his erriployer. A

few Americanized Chinese became recognized

per-

formers on the vaudeville circuit. In the 1920s cinematographer fames Wong Howe (1899-1976) and actress
Anna May Wong {1907-1961) attained fame in Hollywood. In the 1930s Dong Kingman (1911-) gained na-

artist, and Lin Y-utang (1895his
version of Chinese culture
1976) begai interpreting
to Americans.
The Changing Chinatowns Until the 20th century,

tional recognition
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as an

ChinatownJwere in continual turmoil from the gang
fiehts and assassinations of the tongs. However/ the
gr;wth in the number of families eventually took eff"ect. Prostitution and opium dens slowly disappeared
along with the bachelor society th-at had lupported
theri; gambling operations were much reduced in scale.

eroded the economic base
for the torig and removed many of the causes behind the
tong conflicts. The diminished flow of immi-Srants limiteJthe availability of recruits to replenish the ranks of
aeine hatchetmen. Desire for the law and order necessirv"for the well-being of family life and business resulied in growing public pressure to put a stop to tong
strife. Tonlg wars giadually became less frequent,-and by
the 1930s i"te thing of the past; the disputes that oc-

the fading of these activities

"
out were resolved without viocasionally did break

lence. The tong leaders foined forces with the merchant
elite, and tongJ ftequetttly became components of local
CCBAS.

The rising nationalism in China in the early 20th
century brought with it modemization and Westem

wavs that resulted in the abandonment of many traditional practices in the Chinatowns. The shaven head
and queue, the bound feet, and the traditional malegarb
disappeared after the 191 I Chinese Revolution; folk religion and festivals were gradually abandoned, temples
languished for lack of worshipers. Chinerqe sought to
eraJe the notion that opium dens, slave girls, and bound
feet were typical of their culture.

The tradilional organizations lost many of their

reasons for existence. Organizations representing new
interest groups-the Chinese chambers of commerce,
the Chinese Hand Laundrv Alliance (founded in 1933 in

New York City), the CACA, Chinese branches of the
YMCA and YWCA, and local Kuomintang chaptersarose to challenge their power and to satisfy new de-

mands. These organizations soon entered the power
structure in many communities by joining the local
CCBAS.

As long as Chinese Americans continued isolated
{rom the national mainstream, however, traditional organizations led by the CCBA played-an imp^ortant role
6y establishing hospitals and schools and fighting for
repeal of the reltrictive immigration laws;.in periods of
ecbnomic distress their aid relieved the suffering of the
unemployed and helped the Chinese to survive.
Many Chnatownbrganizations became involved in
politics in China, particularly a{ter the Kuomintang

govemment was established in Nankingn 1927. Ma+V
influential organization leaders were supporters of the
Kuomintang; some even became party members. Durapanese War (1937- 19451 this domination
ing the Sino:f 'by
L9a5 many organizations from the
acielerated;

CCBA on down were controlled by elements sympathetic to the Kuomintang.

Tnn Posr-ExcLUSIoN PnnIoD, 1943 ro rnl PnEsENr
World War II was a tuming point for the Chinese in
America. The wartime manpower shortage opened up
job opportunities to minorities; many Chinese found

work in shipyards and other war-related industries or
filled technical, professional, and white-collar posi-

tions. An estimatad 8,000 of them served in the armed
forces, and after discharge many of them furthered their

education under the G.I. Bill.
To bolster China's morale during a criticalperiod and
to reduce the effectiveness of fapanese propaganda in
Asia during World War II, the United States repealed
the Chinese exclusion acts in 1943. China's resistance
to |apanese imperialism, the partial assimilation of
Chinese Americans, and their occupational specialization in noncompetitive fields had further combined to
mitigate anti-Chinese feeling. Only a token immigration quota of 105 was given to the Chinese, but permanent-iesident aliens were finally permitted to become
naturalized. Even with this small quota the postwar
years showed an increase in the number of Chinese
women who came to America. They were admitted as
nonquota immigrants under the provisions of the War
Brides and G.I. Fianc6es Act, and almost every yeat
from 1943 until the 1970s female immigrants outnumbered the meni 4,126 women were admitted between
1945 and 1948 alone.
In the postwar years Chinese Americans benefi'ted
from a series of actions favorable to minority rights.
The Califomia and Oregon Alien Land Laws were

judged unconstitutional by state supreme courts. In
1948 the U.S. Supreme Court barred racially restrictive
covenants in housing. Gradually many Chinese moved

out of the Chinatowns into other neighborhoods,

though not always without incident. The Califomia
ban on racially mixed marriages was ruled unconstitutional by the state supreme court in 1948; the U'S. Supreme Court did not void antimiscegenation statutes
lhroughout the nation until 1957. One by one other discriminatory laws and practices were eliminated, although social preiudice persisted in subtler forms.
AJter the fapanese surrender in i945 the civil war dating from the late 1920s resumed between the Kuomintang and the Chinese Communist party. By 1949, despiti U.S. support, Chiang Kai-shek's forces had been
difeated on tht mainland and had retreated to the island o{ Taiwan. On October l, 1949, the victors proclaimed the People's Republic of China in Peking.
The civil war and its outcome resulted in new emigration {rom China. Many of the 6migr6s were members of the intelligentsi4 and many were wealthy, including numerous former offfcials and supporters of the
Kuomintang. Chinese students. already in the United
States applied for permanent-resident status. Because it
was clear that most would probably not retum to live in
the homeland, earlier immiSrants shed the last vestiges
of their sojourner mentality and began to consider the
United States their pennanent home.
The People's Republic of China aligrred itself with

the

Communist-bloc nations;

the resulting Sino-

American cold war sharply curtailed relations between
the Chinese in the United States and those in mainland
China. Federal agents investigated Chinese suspected of
being sympathetic to the People's Republic. The Kuomintang took advantage of U.S. govemment sympathy
and the anti-Communist climate to attract support in

the Chinatowns and influence Chinatown institutions,

especially traditionist organizations, chambers of commerce/ Chinese schools, and the Chinese newspapers.
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--:::r-Communist leagues were organized, and cultural

her autobiographicalFifth Chinese Daughter was a best

economic ties with Taiwan were strengthened. The
r- - -rin111a1t drew its supporters particularly from those
. -:,r had suffered losses in the recent revolution, and it
-=:rralized on the general anti-Communist sentiment
::-.: swept America in the iate forties and early fifties.
-r 1955 Everett F. Drumwright, the U.S. consul-gen::=- in Hong Kong charged that many Chinese were en:::rg the United States fraudulently and wamed of
, .::rmunist infiltration. Federal authorities began re: , ::s of immigration irregularities. In 1957 alarmed
:=:ers in the CCBAs of various cities called a national
- :rerence of Chinese communities and formed a Na:. ..a-l Chinese Welfare Council to lobby against the
:-.ssrve prosecutions and deportations that threatened.
l-r. govemment/ aware of the difficulties involved in
_::-rrring thousands and obliquely admitting the injus:.:= oi past immigration laws, encouraged confessions
: ::aud in retum {or the granting o{ proper immigration
..,::us. They charged these cases against the annual im:--::arion quota. Some Z2,OO0 such cases were pro.:::ed by the San Francisco district immigration offi.ce

picture. The Woman Warrior by Maxine Hong Kingston
was a best-selling autobiography. In the 1960s a group
of young writers, tlpified by Frank Chin {1940-), began
to explore the social problems of Chinese Americans. A
{ew others were prominent in the performing arts, particularly music. Two nationally known artists are bassbaritone Yi-kwei Sze (1920-) and composer Wen-chung
Chou (1923-).
Since civil-service positions ostensibly are filled on
the basis of abiiity, many ffrst sought iobs in the federal,
state, and munici.pal govemrnent for the equal opportunity they offered. As private industry began to hire
more Chinese in the 1960s the number entering civil
service dropped somewhat, but even in 1970 one out of
six Chinese Americans on the mainland worked in govemment.
The vast expansion of the govemment bureaucracy

---

j

l:rese events made the Chinese apprehensive; they
:e particularly circumspect regarding political activir :i involving China until President Richard M.
visit to China in l9721ed to a relaxation of hos".

";..,rr1/sbetween the United States and the People's Re:,--::es
: -:-rc,
- - -tnomic Progress Despite political problems, Chi. ::i Americans shared in the prosperity of the postwar
:::nd. Their job horizons broadened; by D7A about 20
r::-3nt of employed Chinese men were eaming over
: , 100 a year-fewer than the 25 percent national av.:=:e for all Americans, but nonetheless a considerable
::,::ovement. Their percentage would have been far

seller. The novel Flower Drum Song by C.Y. Lee
ll9l7-l was made into a Broadway musical and motion

and financial institutions also provided low-level
white-collar positions for large numbers of women. In
1970 one out of every three employed Chinese women
was a clerical worker. A great number are Americanbom, but with the arrival of more immigrants already
fluent in English, an increasing number of the foreignbom fflI these positions.
There are still many Chinese in unskilled manual occupations (see Table 2). In 1970 the iarge proportion
{25.2 percent) of Chinese men in service occupations included many recent immigrants working in laundries
and restaurants; Chinese domestic servants, once so
common in the West, had all but disappeared. Garment

factories empioyed about 10,000 Chinese women, more
than one-third of the foreign-bom. These occupations
absorbed a large percentage oi non-English-speaking im-

-..-er but for the concentration of so many in service
. :<-25.2 percent/ triple the national average. kr pro::::ronal and technical occupations they advanced
,::::acularly-from 3 percent in 1940 to 7 percent in
. -:'. to 26 percent in 1970, more than double the gain
: :re general population. Many chose careers in sci: ,:i. lechnology, engineering, education, and health,
:. : .ompetence in those fields could be gauged objec:.t=.r', which tended to preclude discriminatory ptac:.:=s. ln 1970 more than 84 percent of Chinese-Ameri:,, professionals were in these fields. Many of them
'..:e students who had come to attend college in the

migrants who, like their predecessors/ were forced to
endure low pay and poor working conditions, especially
in the Chinatowns. They constitute most of the 23 percent of Chinese males 16 years old or over in the 1970
Census who had not gone beyond elementary school
and the 43 percent who made $4,000 or less annually.
The better-paid blue-collar industries employ few Chineser the cralt unions have continued to resist enrolling

--:::red States and had subsequently stayed. Their preshelped boost the proportion of Chinese men with
:. *: or more years of college to 26 percent in 1970, the
in that year f.or any American ethnic group.
-:aest
-{ number o{ the pro{essionals became outstanding in
--.=u chosen fields. C.N. Yang 11922-) and T.D. Lee
-;16-) won the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1957; C.H.

Occupation

..-::

won the Albert Lasker Medical Research
.:.-.,.-ard rn L962i Samuel Ting {1936-) won the Nobel
.:-e for Physics in L976i T.Y. Lin (191i -) was known
:,: his contributions in structural design using pre-

-: i913-)

-:::ssed concr€t€; and I.M. Pei (1917-) is a noted archi

:=::. In sociology, American-bom Rose Hum

Lee

-)1-1964l' published pioneer studies on the Chinese

:

-\merica.

\

handful made their names in literature.

Tablc 2, Occupational distribution of Chinese in the continental
United States, 1970 (in percentages).

Professional and technical
workers
Managers and administrators,
except farm
Sales workers
Clerical workers
Craftsmen and toremen
Operatives, including

transport
Laborers, except farm
Farmers and tarm managers
Farm laborers and for€men
Service workers, except
private household
Private hous€hold workers

Male

Female

Overall'

29.9

19.4

26.0

11.1
4.1

3.5
4.4
30.9

8.3
4.2
17.2
4.0

9.2
5.7
10.6
3.1

0.4
0.3
25.2
0.5

1.1

24.9
0.8
0.2
0.3

12.1
2.2

15.9

2.2
0.3
0.3
20.4
1.1

Sou/c6i B€tty L@ Sung, Stailstlcal Prolile ol the Chinese in the United States,

Snow

",':cngll922-) is a successful ceramicist and Jade
decorator;

1970 Census (Washington, D.C., 1975), tabl6 6.
a. ln 1970, 101,118 Chines€ malss and 59,368 Chinese lamalas wsr€ in the
U.S. work lorcs.
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minorities, although some began to admit token numbers in the 1950s.
Improved circumstances have enabled many to accu-

mulate savings and make business, real estate, and
other investments. By 1949 Chinese in the United
States owned LO,232 laundries, 4,304 restaurants, and
2,O47 grocery stores. During the 1950s rapid advances
in U.S. technology created demands for new products,

CnrNnsE

the mainland remaining from the prewar period) there
are the United Savings and Loan Association of Seattle
lI. 19521, the Bank of Trade of San Francisco (f. 196Il,
Catlray Bank of Los Angeles lI. 196211, and the ChineseAmerican Bank of New York (f. 1967). Additional banks
and savings-and-loan associations have been established in the 1970s.

The Postwar Immigrants

In the I950s and early

which provided opportunities for some. A number of

1960s the number of new immigrants and refugees was

Chinese enterprises were founded, and a few prospered;
one of them is Wang Laboratories, Inc. (f. 1951), of

crease occurred after the immigration act of 1965 ended

Tewksbury, Mass., which manufactures minicom-

puters and word-processing equipment; its annual gross
sales reached $97 million in the mid-1970s. Opportunities in intemational trade enabled some to begin
successful shipping ventures such as the Sea King Corporation {f. 1959) based in New York. Several ff.nanciers
became active on Wall Street; one of the better known
is Gerald Tsai, |r. (1928-11, who organized the Manhattan Fund in 1966. Another large Chinese enterprise is
the National Dollar Stores, which operates about 40
branches in ff.ve states. lncreasingly, capital from Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Southeast Asia has also been
invested in U.S. enterprises in Chinatowns and elsewhere.
Most Chinese businesses, however, can be classiffed
as small or medium in size. Retail trade, especially in
food stores and restaurants, is still the most comrnon
business venture. Chinese-run supermarkets dot Califomia's Central Valley and the southeastem and southwestem states. In the 1970s the Farmer's Markets in
Sacramento County, Calif., had 40 branches. More numerous are the small "mom and pop" gtoceries, although by the 1970s the retail food business had become less attractive because of competition from the
large supermarket chains. Similarly, the advent of automatic laundry equipment and permanent-press fabrics
has driven many Chinese laundries out o{ business.
Restaurants far outnumber other Chinese enterprises; one source n I97O estimated them at about
9,400. Many outside the Chinatowns serye both Chinese and American dishes. Since the 1950s American
tastes in Chinese cooking have become more sophisticated, so that in addition to establishments offering the
familiar Cantonese fare, an increasing number of restaurants specialize in the cuisine of other regions in
China, especially Peking, Shanghai, Hunan, and Szechwan.
Garment factories remain numerous in the Chinatowns of San Francisco, New York City, Los Angeles,
Boston, Chicago, and Seattle. Nearly all are run by subcontractors operating on slender profit margins. The

low pay of the workers, often recent immigrants, has
periodically led to charges of sweatshop conditions
from unions and social workers. Other Chinese businesses are the gift shops that sell Asian art goods and

souvenirs to tourists, the importers and processors of
Chinese food products, and the retailers of carry-out
Chinese foods. Of the few who remain in agricuiture,
most raise Chinese vegetables for the Chinese market.

Increased entrepreneurial activity has stimulated
growth of Chinese-American ffnancial institutions

with capital from both Chinese and non-Chinese

sources. Besides the Bank of Canton of Cali{omia {in-

corporated
'-1

in L937, the only

Chinese-owned bank on

small, still restricted by immigration laws. A great in-

the national-quota system. The newcomers breathed
new life into the maior Chinatowns.
Most immi.grants embarked from Hong Kong or Taiwan. Political events in Cuba ll959l, Burma 11964l,
South Vietnam (1975), and Indo-China ll979l brought
overseas Chinese by the thousands. There was a steady

flow from Southeast Asia, AIrica, lapan, Kore4 and
other areas. Many students from Taiwan and Hong
Kong again applied for permanent-resident status after
completing their studies. Out of 15,959 Taiwanese students who came to the United States from 1962 through
1969, onLy about 3 percent ever retumed to the island.
Most of the rest settled on the U.S. mainland. The foreign-bom constituted 52 percent of the mainland Chi-

in i970.
The liberalized 1965 law allowed the reunion of

nese population

many families long kept apart. Again a large proportion
of the newcomers were women/ bringing the male-tofemale ratio close to parity by I97O. Many new immigrants came in family groups, especially after 1965.
They differed from the pre-World War II immigrants in
that most were city people and were generally better
educated. Although the great majority were Cantonese,
a significant number were from other regions of China,
especially Shanghai and the surrounding region, Fukien, Taiwan, and North China. The latter accounted
for 10 to 15 percent of the Chinese-American population in I97O, and the proportion is increasing.

The new influx of immigrants produced a corre-

sponding new demand for goods and services provided
by the Chinatowns; they became busy shopping areas
not only for the various groups of Chinese but for other
Asians as well. The newcomers brought with them the

latest styles from Hong Kong and Taiwan-in food,
fashions, literature, kung fu, and the performing artswhich in tum affected Chinatown ways. Folk religion
enjoyed a revival, but instead of temples, the worshipers congregated in the premises of a number of newly
{ormed Buddhist and Taoist associations.
The increased population, as well as technological advances in publishing aided the proliferation of Chinese
newspapers; at one point in San Francisco in the mid1970s there were as many as nine dailies and ten
semiweeklies and weeklies, only two of which were in
English. These included several newspapers in Hong
Kong and Taiwan which since the 1960s have published
American editions which compete effectively with the
locally owned press.

Most of the new immigrants settled in cities with
major Chinatowns, especially in San Francisco, Los Angeles, and New York. These communities were not
equipped to absorb such a large number of new arrivals,
and housing facilities were inadequat€; ov€rcrowding
and substandard conditions soon resulted. Those who
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knew no English were easily exploited for low wages
and reduced to less skilled occupations. Unemployment, underemployment, and underutilization of talents were serious problems.

Many immigrant families needed more than one

wage eamer to make ends meet. The absence of both
parents at work {about half the wives in Chinese {amilies worked in 1970 compared to 39 percent in the total
population) weakened parental authority. As the younger children leamed English at school and lost their facility in Chinese, communication between generations
again became a problem. The adoption of American behavior and customs by the younger generation gave rise
once more to cultural and generational conflicts. Some
of the older immigrant children could not cope with
their lessons; lacking encouragement from parents or
teachers, they dropped out of school. As a result teenage
unemployment was high, and juvenile delinquency and
crime soon became serious problems. From the mid1960s to the mid-1970s, cdme among the young escalated from petty larceny to burglary, assault, gang wariare, armed robbery, extortion, and murder. Some tongs
apparently tried to recruit from among these youths,
but most of the criminal elements appear to have remained outside the control of the tongs.
The new immigration coincided with the inauguration of President Lyndon B. fohnson's War on Poverty.
A number of social agencies, generally staffed by Chinese Americans or bilingual immigrants, were established in Chinatowns to help low-income groups and to
hetp the immigrants adjust to American society. The
services helped to alleviate but did not solve their multiple, complex social and economic problems. They did,
however, help to lessen the isolation of the Chinese
communities from the larger society. The influx of
h:.nds from outside sources also helped shape a new
power structure that could act independently of the traditional organizations in the Chinatowns and of{er services the latter could not render. This tended to under-

mine still further the influence of the traditionalist
goups.
The clan and district associations and the tongs benefrted little from the increase in the Chinese population.
Designed for a predominantly bachelor society, they
had long since outlived their time. Their activities were
often of no interest to younger Chinese Americans nor
could they recruit many of the new, urban immigrants
whose clan and regional loyalties were apt to be weaker
than those of the generation which had come from the
countryside. The preponderance of families also reduced the need for societies organized mainly {or bache1or companionship. The once crowded associations
were now reduced to a small circle of older immigrants
pius a few who joined to advance their economic or po-

iitical interests, particularly Kuomintang adherents
eager to dem,onstrate that the Chinese in the United
States supported the Taiwan regime.
Some organizations tried to change to meet the practical requirements of modem liJe. The Lee Family Asso-

ciation established a national credit union for members; the Soo Yuen Association in San Francisco ran a
program for the aged; others gave scholarships and
prizes to the children of members to encourage outstanding scholastic work. Most associations, however,
limited their activities to banquets and picnics, or, in
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the case of district associations, also to maintaining a
cemetery {or members.
Group Maintenance Radio, television, the press, the
public schools, and the churches have augmented the
cultural influence of the larger society on Chinese
Americans since World War II. As discrimination eased,
they moved to other areas and found work outside the
ethnic communities. Chinatown has become a place
chiefly for weekend shopping or occasional social
gatherings, but removed from the day-to-day life of
many. Sino-American hostility cut off cultural influence from mainland China {or two decades, and until
the 1960s the Taiwan regime was too concemed with

its own survival to export culture.
The cultural impact of the larger society is most noticeable among the American-bom and those who immigrated at an early age. This group includes most of
theChristian minority (15-20 percent of the total population, almost two-thirds of whom are Protestants).
Many people have accepted American middle-class
ideals and customs, while clinging to at least some aspects of their Chinese heritage.
A great many have dropped traditional practices.
Some still observe the major festivals of the Chinese

New Year, the Dragon Boat, and Mid-Autumn. In spring
at Chingming or Tomb-Sweeping Day, families still
visit the cemeteries, but these observances have lost
most of their religious signiffcance and have become
largely social occasions. In San Francisco and Los Angeles the Chinese New Year has become a public festival and tourist attraction, complete with parade and a
contest for the queen.
Despite the availability of Chinese schools in most
communities, knowledge of Chinese among many of

the American-bom is rudimentary or nonexistent. In
many families English is the primary, often the only,
language. Boys and girls are usually treated as equal
family members, and the relationship between parents
and children tends to be warmer and more intimate
than it was in the traditional or earlier immigrant Chinese family, where the emphasis was always on reserve
and respect reinforced by discipline.
Many Chinese Americans have extended their social
circle beyond the ethnic group as they join lodges,
clubs, and societies of their peers in the larger society.
Intergroup marriage has increased, especially among

the younger generation. IL 1970,30 percent of the men
and 22 percent o{ the women in the l6-to-24 age goup
in Califomia had non-Chinese spouses.
Some have become active in U.S. politics. In 1946
Wing F. Ong (1904-19771oI Arizona was the first Chinese American on the mainland to be elected to a state
legislature. ln Califomia, March Fong Eu 1L929-l became a local school-board member in 1956, went to the
state assembly in 1966, and was elected secretary of
state in 1974, the highest-ranking elected offfceholder
of Chinese descent in the continental United States. In
1977 Thomas Tang 1L922-l was confirmed as judge for
the ninth circuit court of appeals. Democratic and Republican clubs became active in maior Chinatowns as
many Chinese Americans began to use politics to advance their interests.

Although by the 1960s flagrant discrimination

against tliem had become rare, Chinese commonly encountered it in more subtle forms when applying for
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jobs or promotions. For the Americanized generation
who grew up after World War II it often came as a shock
to find that they were not fully accepted. In the 1950s
when blacks led the demand for equal opportunities,
they found support among the Chinese-American middle class. When govemment, businesses, and other in-

stitutions were forced to remedy past inequities and
place minorities in responsible ro1es, many Chinese
benefited by being promoted to supervisory and middlemanagerial posts; others were appointed schooi principals, city-board members, and judges. Affirmative-action programs also helped them enter television, public
relations, and accounting, where opportunities had previously been restricted.
The War on Poverty inspired a number of Chinese
students to retum to the Chinatowns, involve
themselves in local issues, and participate in programs
for the young and aged, health and child care, housing,
employment, and recreational facilities.
Demands for equal opportunity also produced a
heightened ethnic awareness, reflected in San Francisco
in the formation of such groups as the Chinese Historical Society of America (1. 1963), the Chinese Culture
Foundation lf . 1965), and the bilingual newspaper EasrWest (f. 1967). Many other communities also have ethnic clubs. Ethnic political action by Americanized middle-class Chinese led to the formation of the San

Francisco-based Chinese for A{firmative Action (CAA,
1970) and the Organization of Chinese Americans
{OCA, f. 1973) with headquarters in Washington, D.C.;
both of these organizations use political and legal channels to safeguard the civil rights of Chinese Americans
and to fight stereotyped images of Chinese in the media. Others brought to court the case oI Lau v. Nicftols
by which in 1974 the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that
the failure of the San Franciico School District to
provide special assistance to non-English-speaking Chinese students violated the provisions of the -Civil
Rights Act of 1964. This decision had nationwide implications, for it established the principle of bilingual
education not only for Chinese but aiso for other rionEnglish-speaking minorities; it is still too early to gauge
its results. (See Langtage: Issues and Legislation.l
The realization that their political effectiveness was
limited by their comparatively small numbers led Chinese Americans to join with other people of Asian descent to work toward common objectives. Around 1968
under the influence of the Black Power movement/ the
concept of Asian-American identity gained currency on
the West Coast, and Asian origin was declared the basis
for political unity among Chinese, fapanese, Koreans,
and Filipinos in the United States. Asian Americans
have jointly founded periodicals such as Bzidge (New
York, f. I97Il, Amerasia [ournal (University oicalifornia at Los Angeles, L I97f), Asian Amedcan Review
(University o{ Califomia at Berkeley, I. 1972), and Tade
(Los Angeles, I. 1974), as well as a number of news-

I.

papers.
-

_

On the campuses Asian Americans joined forces with

black students to demand ethnic-studies courses. A{ter
a student strike at San Francisco State University the
first course in Chinese-American history and the first
Asian-American Studies department weie organized in
1969; they were followed by similar program"s at other
universities.
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A number of Chinese Americans became politicized
and radicalized by participation in the civil rights, student-power, and anti-Vietnam War movements. AsianAmerican political groups proliferated. During the early
y_ears the movement was characterized by: frequent
changes and splits. Some early organizations werb the
Red Cuards 1{. i968) of San Francisco, the Asian American Political Alliance (AAPA, f. 1968) on the West

Coast, and the Asian Americans for Action (AAA, f.
I.969) on the East Coast. These were soon eclipsed by
the I Wor Kuen (IWK), established tn l97O in New york

and in 1971 in San Francisco, where it absorbed the Red
Guards;, it publishes a newspaper called Getting To-

gethu lf. l97l). Around 1974 the Workers,Viewpoint
Organization was formed on the East Coast, and by
1976 it had spread to the West. Strong local groups,
such as the Wei Min She {WMS, f. I97l) in San Frincisco, cooperated closely with radical white and Third

Wolld political activists. These radical groups are generally small and mostly recruited from Americanrzed
Asian students and young intellectuals. In i975 the
WMS joined the Revolutionary Communist party; in
1978 the IWK merged with the Chicano August 29th
Movement to form the League of Revolutionary Struggle (M-L).
Also affected by these social movements were the
hitherto politically apathetic students from Taiwan and
Hong Kong. The territorial dispute in 1970 between
Taiwan and fapan over the Tiaoyutai Islands sparked

many demonstrations and protests against fapan. Most
of the participants relapsed into inactivity, bui some remained active in the Chinatowns and on campuses.
The resurgence of the left and the growth of middleclass liberal groups in the Chinatowns brought conflict
with the conservative, CCBA-led Chinatown establishment. When the People's Republic of China began to
emerge as a world powet the liberais were among the
first in the Chinatowns to urge recognition o{ the iealities and to advocate normalization of U.S. relations
with the People's Republic. In this, of course, they came
into conflict with the Kuomintang. Initially they were
no match for the entrenched conservative forces, but
their influence increased as the CCBA-led traditionalist
organizations failed to attract members from the younger generation and new immigrants, integration into
the larger society continued, and political ties developed

with other social groups. The establishment of for-

mal relations between the United States and

the

People's Republic of China helped as well. By the mid1970s the liberals and the left had both become forces
that could not be igrored in Chinatown power relations. This new political alignment is reflected in the

newly established nationwide National Association of

Chinese Americans {NACA, f. 1977).
Today the Chinese population in the United States is
the largest in any nation outside Asia. The 1970 Census
recorded 383,023 on the U.S. mainland; births and immigration had increased this number to well over a halfmillion a few years later. According to the 1970 Census
they are predominantly city dwellers-97 percent o{

them were living in urban areas, up slightiy from

percent

in

95

1960. The San Francisco Bay area and New

York have the largest concentrations with around
100,000 each, but Los Angeles is close behind.

In recent years the population centers have shifted
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somewhat. Since 1960 more Chinese immigrants have
settied in and around New York than in the San Francisco Bay area. Those living in New York rose from 19
percent of the mainland population in 1960 to 21 percent in 1970, while those in California dropped from 48
percent to 44 percent. San Francisco, however, retains
the highest percentage of the total U.S. Chinese population (8.2 percent in 1970J.
In the South many Chinese groceries have closed as a

result of competition from blacks. The population in

Houston has increased as Chinese move in from the
rural South to join professionals and scientists employed by various technological enterprises in that area.
Many professionals and educators are now settling in
industrial or university towns, often far {rom the main
centers of ethnic population.
Chinese occupational and social roles in the United
States have changed with the development of the nation. Despite their small numbers relative to the total
population iabout 0.2 percent) and the full acculturation of many, they remain an identifiable group with a

distinct, though by no means homogeneous, subcul-

ture: for some, Chinese customs are an integral part o{
daily li{e; for others they are practically {oreign. Di{ferences persist between Cantonese and non-Cantonese/
between old immigrants and new, and between immigrants from urban and from rural backgrounds. But regardless of this diversity Chinese Americans form a distinctive part of the American ethnic mosaic.

TaE CHrNnsn rN Hawarr
China's demand for sandalwood established the Hawaiian Islands as a primary port of call in the China
trade. Chinese crewmen and craftsmen serving on
board ships sailing between China and the northwest
coast o{ North America stopped at the islands as early
as 1788. When Captain George Vancouver visited Hawaii in 1794,he found a Chinese serving King Kamehameha L
Arrival and Settlement A Chinese entrepreneur
built the first commercial sugar mill in 1802 on Lanai.
In the second quarter of the 19th century the sugar industry began to grow, and Caucasian planters soon
found that their labor needs couid not be satisfied by

the declining native-Hawaiian population; they began
to look to the more populous nations/ such as China,
{or manpower. In 1852 tlne Thetis initiated the coolie
trade in Hawaii, bringing a load of 175 field workers and
20 houseboys from Amoy. However, in the next decade
only a few hundred contract laborers came to Hawaii,

and the Chinese population remained small.
The ending of the American Civil War boosted the

sugar market.

In

1875 a reciprocal trade agreement

between the United States and the Hawaiian kingdom
permitted the duty-free importation of Hawaiian sugar
and rice to the United States. The growth of Hawaiian
agriculture increased the demand for Chinese labor, and
both Chinese and Caucasian firms organized to transport workers from China. The first of these, including
both contract laborers and free immigrants, formed the
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southem Min dialect. About one-fourth were Hakkas,
mostly from districts on both sides of the Peari River
estuary. There were also smaller numbers from Sze Yap
and other districts. |ust as on the U.S. mainland, there
were many intergroup antagonisms, especiaily between

the Punti and Hakka. Hostility and sometimes open

violence marked their reiations during the early period.
More than 90 percent of the laborers who immigrated
to Hawaii from 1852 to 1878 were {rom China. Chinese
immigration reached a high in the 1880s with 4,243
arrivals in 1883. They increased from 4 percent of Hawaii's popuiation in 1872 to almost 25 percent in 1884,
and of that number over 95 percent were male.
Before the 1880s Chinese constituted the main labor

force on the sugar plantations. Working conditions
were harsh and life austere in the camps where they
lived. The laborers expressed their discontent frequently by protests to officials and at times, riots. But

the most common response was simply to leave the

plantation. Many changed to rice growing, an industry
started and dominated by the Chinese. A growing number ioined their fellow countrymen in Honolulu and
other towns. Many became skilled workers, artisans,
and small proprietors, competing with the haoles (Caucasians) and Hawaiians.
The large influx of Chinese became a heated political
issue in the islands {or many of the same reasons that it

did on the U.S. mainland, and it pitted the planters
against government officials and local labor. In 1882
Murray Gibson, premier and minister of foreign affairs,
initiated a policy to curtail Chinese immigration and
substitute laborers from other countries. In 1884 Hawaii tried to induce Hong Kong to prohibit further emigration to the islands. The Chinese, however, continued to come: 4,405 new arrivals were recorded between
1884 and 1886.
The restrictionists also attempted to limit intermar-

riage between the Chinese and others and in this way

prevent their establishing permanent residence. Business became increasingly troubled by Chinese competi-

tion-o{

the 692 firms listed in the Honolulu business
directory in 1886, 2t9 were Chinese-owned. In 1888 the
Hawaiian govemment began to set limits on the number of agricultural laborers entering from China and
shortened the length of stay for nonresidents to five
years. The planters turned to the fapanese and other
groups as altematives. These restrictions and a high de-

parture rate reduced the Chinese population from
18,254

in

1884

to 16,752 in 1890. Labor shortages con-

Table 3. Chinese population in Hawaii, 1900-1970.
Year

Chinese
population

Males irer
'100 lemales

Percentage
U.S.-born

25,767

u2

16

21,674

379

23,507
28,774

222
156
128

33
53
72
84

first permanent Chinese community. The majority

900
1910
1 920
1 930
1 940
1 950
1 960
1 970

were Cantonese speakers (called Punti in Hawaii) from
the Chungshan district in the lower part of the Pearl
River Delta. A significant percentage also originated
from areas in Chungshan-speaking variants o{ the

Source. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of the Population, 1950 (Washington, D.C., 1953), vol. 2, pt. 52, pp. 13, 18; U.S. Bureau ol the Census, Census
of the Population,1960 (Washington, D.C.,1963), vol. l, pt. l3, p.119; U.S.
Bureau of the Census, Census ot the Population,1970 (Washington, 0.C., 1973),
vol. 1, pt. 13, pp. 28, 201.

1

27,179
32,376

111

89

38,1 97

105

52,039

101

91
91

tinued, however, so the planters induced the govemment to ease the laws against Chinese entry. Between
1890 and 1896 the Chinese population increased 29 percent.

The United States annexed Hawaii

in i898, and as a

result the U.S. Chinese exclusion laws applied to Ha-

waii as well: in 1896 some 5,000 Chinese entered Hawaii; in 1906, only 106. For the next four decades new
arrivals were too few to play a major role in the development of Hawaii's Chinese community. The population
remained between 21,000 and 29,000 until restrictions
against Chinese imrnigration were lifted during World
War II.

When the flow of newcomers ceased, the Chinese
community gradually became more stable in structure.
The foreign-bom Chinese population shrank as older
agricultural laborers died or retumed to China. In 1900,
two generations after the arrival of the first contract laborers, foreign-bom Chinese still composed 84 percent
of the Chinese population in Hawaii; by 1930 the proportion was down to 27 percent, and74 percent of those
had arrived before 1898. But of those employed in 1930,
50 percent were still foreign-bom-either men who had
been so successful they did not want to retum to China
or, inversely, those who had been so unsuccessful that

they could not retum home and had resigned themselves to staying in Hawaii permanently.
The color line was less rigid in the multiethnic society of Hawaii than on the U.S. mainland, and many

Chinese meii married local women i in 1913, for example, of 121 Chinese men who married in Hawaii, half
took non-Chinese wives, most of them native Hawaiians. A declining number of bachelor immigrants and
the increase in Chinese families of the exempted

classes subsequentiy reduced

the percentage of

marriages between Chinese men and non-Chinese

women Lrom 42 percent lI9I2-L9L6l
{

to 25 percent

1920- 1930).

As the agricultural laborers of the late l9th century
departed and those remaining tumed to other occupations, the Chinese became a predominantly urban population. In 1900, 32 percent of Hawaii's Chinese lived
in Honolulu; in 1930 the proportion was 71 percent.
But Chinese involvement in agriculture during the
early period left an impressive legacy. In addition to
rice, ehinese were early growers of taro, pineapples, bananas, coffee, tobacco, and garden vegetables. They also
introduced numerous Chinese flowers, fruits, and vege-

tables which flourished in the Hawaiian climate, so
similar to that of the immigrants'native Kwangtung.
Until the first years of the 20th century they also played
major roles in hog and poultry raising, in bee culture,
and in the fishing industry.
Social Structute and Organization As in the large
Chinatowns on the U.S. mainland, so in Honolulu and
even in the smaller towns Chinese stores performed
many social functions for the immigrants. The Chinese
in Honolulu, and to a lesser extent in smaller cities
such as Hilo, also participated in a number of organiza-

tions. Societies sprang up to serve the largely male population.; their organization and functions were similar
to those on the mainland: to provide fellowship and
some measure of social control, to arbitrate disputes,
and to lend aid and protection. The locality associations

played a particularly large role
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in the lives of new-

corl€rs; the clan associations allowed permanent settlers and Hawaiian-bom Chinese to expand their affiliations. Economic interests were protected by trade and
craftsmen's guilds and such organizations as the Chinese Chamber of Commerce, {ounded in 1911. Secret
societies also abounded, although in Hawaii they were
all lodges of the Triads and did not split into the rival
tongs whose feuds had made the term "tong war" so notorious on the mainland.
The first Chinese organization in Hawaii was the Lin
Yee Wui Burial Society, established in 1854 to ensure
all Chinese a proper burial should they die in Hawaii.
An overall Chinese organization, the Chunghua Huiguan (United Chinese Society), was established in 1884.
As more immigrants settled in Hawaii the Chinese
began to differentiate among themselves, forming dia-

lect and locality associations; the people of Lungtu
{Loong Doo in Hawaii), a subdistrict in Chungshan,
who were about 15 percent of the Chinese Hawaiian
population, established the first subdistrict association
in 1885. A number of even more localized societies
based on village of origin were established during the
1920s.

By 1940 the foreign-bom population had decreased
further: 66 percent of the 5,884 foreign-bom males of
1930 had either died or departed. In 1930 there were 156
males for every 100 females; by l94O the ratio was
down to 128 for every 100. The foreign-bom population
now consisted primarily of families who had come to
settle permanently. The elaborate network of regional

organizations has declined greatly in importance.
As on the mainland, Chinese immigrants maintained
close economic, cultural, and political ties with their
native land, and for many of the same reasons. Newspapers supporting rival political factions expressed interest in homeland politics in a diversity of opinions. The
earliest newspaper was theHawaiian Chinese Newsi rt
was {ounded in 1883 as a nonpolitical newspaper but by
1904 had begun to support Sun Yat-sen's revolutionary
party.

Chinese schools were also established as early as
in an attempt to preserve the Chinese heritage of
the American-bom generation. One of these early
schools, Mun Lun, founded in l9i0 in Honolulu, was
the largest Chinese school in the Westem Hemisphere
1899

in the mid-i930s with an enrollment of more

than

r,340.
The Chinese, especially the native-bom, used education as the ffrst vehicle {or assimilation and success in
Hawaiian society. From 1910 to 1940 the Chinese had a
higher percentage of 16- and l7-year-olds attending
schools than any other ethnic groupr in the mid-1920s
almost 15 percent of schoolteachers in Hawaii were
Chinese. By 1940 more than a third of gainfully employed Chinese were in professional or clerical work.
Some became prominent

in the cultural sphere-Dai

Keong Lee {i915-}, for example, was a nationally
known composer in the 1940s.
The Chinese were also active in local political li-fe.
Their way had been paved by a number of Hawaiian
Chinese who became prominent public servants both
during the monarchy and after the annexation. In 1925
the Hawaii Civic Association was established to fight
for the civil rights of American citizens of Chinese ancestry. In 1926 Dr. Dai Yen Chang and Yew Char be-

-.\::L

.

L33

-:-::: :he first Chinese to be elected Honolulu city and

- -:-:i' supervisor, and representative to the state legisr:-:; respectively. Chinese Americans have beenic' : .:- Hawaiian politics
ever since.
,:..

Postwar Pefiod The trend toward city living,

, .:,rrr-ing predominance of family groups/
thi
^ ---:^rg of the sex ratio changed Chinese socialand
life in
*,..i .,::i
Chinese immigration, which had remained
"

-:=:-, rhroughout the 1940s and 1950s at about 100 a
:
after passage of the liberalizing 1965 immi": ::rpled
:r:.-::
law and quadrupled by 1974. The 60-year de-

-: ::r the population of foreign-bom Chinese was realthough the native-bom still predominated
,, -*- > - percent of the population in 1970.
.::: lew imrnigrants embarked chiefly from Hong
, ..: Generally they were better schooled
than the
'.---r -rmigrants, and a number were cosmopolitan and
,, .-=jucated. Most newcomers joined the established
-: -: iir the main city. By lg7o, 4g,2gg out of 52,03g
-:,-:;se in Hawaii-representing 96 percent of the
.-.77 percent of its foreign-bom mem=oup inand
': : .
Honolulu or its mostly middle-class sub-ived
--:1- 3v then they no longer regarded it necessary to
'::.,. 11 exclusively Chinese areas, and Honolulu,s
r-:,::,l\{n began to decline. In 1900, Z0 percent of all
- -.-:lu Chinese lived in Chinatown; today only 20
--

::..:j

'r

::-:::: Iive there,
- -: occupational profiles

of Chinese Americans in
-.* .:-r arrd on the U.S. mainland are similar but not
-: .--1. The proportion of professionals is stightly
:, -=r and that of managers and administritorc
,--:--.'larger, in Hawaii than on the mainland. Only 6
:,::::1: oi Chinese men on the mainland work as craitsr. :r, - I ioremen, in contrast to 20 percent of Hawaiian
, :,-:-::e, About 25 percent of employed Chinese men
-,. : :::-,-ice workers on the mainland; only l l percent in
--. " :__.
--: -ese-American entrepreneurs have played a far
,::-: :tle in the Hawaiian economy than in the mainthe Chinese began leaving the plantations
-: : '
- ---:"\-hen
city, many sought economic independence by
' : - :-ng small proprietors. Filling the vacuum in Ha-

v r :: society caused by the lack of a well-established
"-:..'"= niddle class, a Chinese entrepreneurial class

-

::- .';bstantial financial resources was fi.rmly

estab-

-,:,:: :eiore World War II. Its financing needs were met

l. 3ccupational distribution
- -:,*:. 1970 (in percentages).

-milE

of Chinese, 15 years and older,
Male

Female

21.6

19.0

20.5

14.1

EA

b.b
11.2
19.5
9.2
5.3
0.4
o.7

9.2

10.4
7.7

37.O
1.9

22.1
12.1

8.0

8.7
3.5
0.3
0.6
13.7
0.4

Overall

r" ]q1+

lldl and technical
r9 :)'r.'r
il,ri' !-:.r and administrators.
I r :g: tarm
" c ei i:'(ers
.'s.:.. *Orkers
" ;*:,-:i and foremen
:#.:, +-s. including transport
.ri : -: -,: except farm
: i T

::CrgfS

:,tr, :e

!'rs::

ACrkers

-ciJsehold

1

1.3
0.1

1.0
0.1

0.5
16.9
0.9

.:- :s - S. Bureau ol the Census, Census of the poputation, TgZO, Subject
r*: - : I 2r'1G, Japanese, Chinese, and Filipinos in the lJnitad States (Wash_
--:" I I 1973). o.94.

"
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by the hui and the Chinese-owned Chinese-American
Bank {f. 1916) and Liberty Bank (f. t922l.In i939 Chinese Americans owned 56 oI 275 manu{acturing establishments in Hawaii. Particularly successful liere the
C.Q. Yee Hop interests, which by the late 1940s owned
supermarkets and a slaughter house, dealt in real estate,
and operated the American Brewing Company (f. 1983).
A{ter World War II a new kind of entrepreneur-the
Chinese tycoon-challenged the hegemony of the Big
Five, the sugar magnates who controled corporate busil
ness in the islands. Four notable examplei are Chinn
Ho, Hiram Fong (later the first Chinese to be elected to
!!. U l, Senate), and the brothers Hung Wo Ching and
Hung Wai Ching. Hung Wo Ching resuscitated' the
bankrupt Trans-Pacific Company and tumed it into the

thriving Aloha Airlines. His brother Huns Wai established a financial empire that became a coimerstone of
postwar Hawaiian economic development. Chinn Ho
secured 9,000 acres of faliow sugar-Iand rn L947 and
converted them into a housi.ng development; iater he
branched out into the hotel and ne*spaper-publishing

businesses. Hiram Fong made a {ortune-in ieal estatE
and insurance operations. According to a survey conducted in the mid-1970s Fong was th; wealthiest member of the U.S. Senate.
The enterprises initiated by these Chinese businessmen helped establish the conditions for diversification of the Hawaiian economy after statehood. They
strengthened ties with businesses outside Hawaii and
stimulated commerce and travei between the mainland
and the islands.
. lyl g".." apart from these exceptionally enterprising
individuals, the Hawaiian Chineie are economiiallv f
notably successful ethnic group. In 1970 their

annual family income

"r..rg.
in the Honolulu metropolitin

area was $16,568-about 40 percent higher thin the
comparable average for their counterparta in mainland

cities with substantial Chinese popuLtions-and only
5 percent had incomes below the poverty line. Chinese
now constitute about 7 percent of the population of Hawaii, .the- highest for any American Jtate o. territory.
Clearly the_ Chinese community plays a major role in
the life of the Hawaiian Islands.
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CONCEPTS OF ETHNICITY
The English language has often been enriched by the
incorporaiion of more or less synonymous- words from
two or more sources. The many terms used in the analysis of ethnicity or nationalism, however,-have not generally contributed to greater clarity' With so complex
and contentious a topi;, all designations have remained
more or less ambiguous/ and commentators are often

unable to agree on the precise meaning of any of them'
It might be-useful in a fully authoritative piece to stipulate tlhe "cotrect" meaning of each torrfl; mof€ realistl.rttrr. th. intent here is to trace the meanings assigned
to #ch, beginning with its etymology a-nd continuing
through the connotations associated with it in various
contexts.
SEencu roR A TERMTNoLocY
The word "ethnic" derives via Latin from the Greek
ethnikos, the adiectival fotm oI ethnos, a nation or race'

As orieinallv used in English, ethnic sigrifi'ed "not

Christian or Jewish, pagan, heathen"; for example, ix
The Leviathan Thomai Hobbes exhorted Christian
converts to continue obeying their "ethnic/' rulers'
"Nation" comes from Latin via French; its ultimate
source is nasci, "to be bom," and the closer source is
natic), meanrng originally "birth," later one of the bar-

barian tribes outside the Roman world'
The physiological association suggested by these etymologies was long retained in E-nglish/ as we can see
espec;aly from some currently-obsolete.or rare usages'
Lite dozens of other words (such as "barbarian," fi\ea*
ins "not Greek") both "ethnic" and "nation" were apoJl?d orisinallv to outsiders as a class' With the

iessening"of what we now term ethnocentrism, ,the
range oi many such words was extended from alien
p.oil"t
to any people, including that of the, speaker'
^erld
ttoto their originally biological context, the meaning of both terms broadened to include cultural character"istics and political structures. But neither of these
shifts has been consistent or unidirectional'

"Ethnic" is an adjective, and English never adopted

a

noun from the Greek ethnos. The lack of a convenient
substantive form has induced writers to coin a number
oi-makeshifts, all of which have their drawbacks' Of
these, the commonest (as suggestedly the name of this
encvclopedia) is "ethnic group." Unfortunately/ users of

this teim too often forget the crucial distinction

between a group/ which by defi.nition has some degree
of coherence and solidarity, and a subpopulation, category, grouping/ aggregate/ bracket, or sector, which deiot. *bt" thrtt " pattemed dif{erentiation' The con"1 of ethnic "froup" is that its members are at
notation
"of
common interests' Despite the
ieast latetttly aware
difficulty of determining at what point people become a
is estabSto"p, tit"t is, the poinl at which coherence

irrh".i, it is important to retain the fundamental
tinction

between a

goup and

dis-

a category, because many
the- study of.ethnic rela-

oi ttt. processes aialyzed in
tions c^onsist of the interaction between the two' Asri-il"lio", thus, can be defined as movement from

group to category, the rise of nationalism as movement
in
- the other direction.
"minority.group" is even less
As professional jargon,
"elements
are ill chosen' According
suiiat'le, for both its
did much to popularize
wdtings
whose
to io"iJ Wirth,
ih" t.r-, it refers simply to victims of a subordination
ifi"tl" condemned; 'the people whom,we regard as. a

be
;i;";"y -"y ""t.t"ily, from fnumerical.standpoint,
of
in
most
weil
as
as
history,
of
i.t
most
i^iority." But

i

the non-frestem world today, the dominant social divi;-" h"t been between a small ruling elite and a vast
;;l;d ;;*, what Tocqueville called "the tvrannv of the
maiority" can arise ottly in the exceptional democratic

